Human enterovirus 71 (EV-71) is a cause of seasonal epidemics of hand, foot and mouth disease, and of less common but severe neurological manifestations. Uncertainty persists regarding the circulation of virus populations in several geographical areas and the timescale of their dissemination. We determined EV-71 sequences at loci 1D (VP1 capsid protein) and 3CD (nonstructural proteins) in 86 strains recovered in Austria, France and Germany and performed an evolutionary genetic study of extant virus populations. Phylogenetic analyses positioned 78 of the 86 sequences within two clades among subgenogroups C1 and C2. A minor sequence cluster was assigned to subgenogroup C4. Analyses incorporating the available sequences estimated the substitution rate in genogroup C at 3.66¾10 "3 and 4.46¾10 "3 substitutions per site year
INTRODUCTION
Although large outbreaks of human enterovirus 71 (EV-71) have been reported worldwide since the 1960s, the prevalence of severe EV-71 infections is currently higher in the Asia-Pacific region (Bible et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 1974) . Neurological cases with a high case fatality rate were first recorded in Bulgaria in 1975, where they were mainly associated with poliomyelitis-like paralysis, and in Hungary in 1978 (Chumakov et al., 1979; Nagy et al., 1982) . The recent outbreaks in Asia were also associated with a high incidence of neurotropic complications (Chan et al., 2000) ; a case fatality rate of 0.6 % was noted during the outbreaks in 2008 (Huang et al., 2009) . Fatal cases in children under 5 years of age were mainly associated with neurogenic pulmonary oedema (Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization, 2008; Ho et al., 1999) .
EV-71 is a member of the species Human enterovirus A (HEV-A; genus Enterovirus, family Picornaviridae), along with 20 other types including coxsackieviruses A (CV-A). Although EV-71 and CV-A16 are genetically related and are causative agents of hand, foot and mouth disease (HFMD), CV-A16 is usually involved in benign manifestations (McMinn et al., 2001) . Phylogenetic analysis of gene sequences encoding the structural VP1 and VP4 capsid proteins of EV-71 has identified three genogroups (A, B and C) and a number of subgenogroups (B1-B5 and C1-C5) (Brown et al., 1999; Cardosa et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2006) . The Asian outbreaks were caused by subgenogroups B3 (Malaysia, 1997) , B4 (Taiwan, 2000) , B5 (Brunei, 2006; Taiwan, 2008) , C2 (Taiwan, 1998) , C3 (Korea, 2003) , C4 (Taiwan, 2004; China, 2008) and C5 (Vietnam, 2006) . Longitudinal studies performed in Taiwan suggested that outbreaks occurred after a short virus circulation period of 2-5 years, and that antigenic changes may contribute to the efficient spread of new subgenogroups in the human population (Huang et al., 2009) . In European countries, where no epidemic activity has been recorded since the outbreaks in the 1970s, C1, C2 and C4 viruses have been detected (Bible et al., 2008; Diedrich et al., 2009; Ortner et al., 2009; van der Sanden et al., 2009) , which raises concerns about the spread of a virus variant that could cause a large outbreak of HFMD resulting in severe neurological cases.
A number of studies have pointed to recombination as a key genetic process in investigations of the evolutionary fate of picornaviruses, and notably enteroviruses (Agol, 2006; Jegouic et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2007; Oberste et al., 2004; Simmonds & Welch, 2006) . Recombination is instrumental in redistributing genetic diversity among RNA virus strains, sometimes dividing them into distinct genomic combinations, which can result in separately circulating populations and potential hurdles for disease-control strategies (Grenfell et al., 2004; Pybus & Rambaut, 2009; Worobey & Holmes, 1999) . Accordingly, assessing genetic diversity and how it is partitioned within and between circulating virus populations is central to understanding the epidemiology and evolutionary history of enteroviruses. In earlier studies, we used two-locus sequence typing as a general approach for describing the genetic diversity of echovirus 30 populations (Mirand et al., 2007) and for providing accurate data suitable for recombination investigations in other human B enteroviruses. The typing method combines phylogenetic analyses of the structural 1D gene sequence encoding the VP1 capsid protein and of a distant locus '3CD', located in a non-structural region of the viral genome. In this study, we developed a similar approach to provide genomic data for EV-71 strains in circulation in three European countries (Austria, France and Germany). We explored the adequacy of the data for assessing the molecular evolution of two recent virus populations through comparisons with earlier viruses circulating worldwide.
RESULTS

Nucleotide sequence polymorphism in EV-71 strains
The 1D and 3CD sequences determined in the patients studied (Table 1) were compared with sequences available in the international databases. Nucleotide polymorphism measurements were performed to investigate the differences between sequences 1D and 3CD (Table 2) . Only 49.8 % of nucleotide sites in gene 1D were polymorphic among all the taxa (dataset of 847 sequences). As the proportion of polymorphic sites was estimated at 47.2 % with the dataset including 448 sequences, this indicated that selecting a subset of sequences affected nucleotide polymorphism only marginally. Sequence comparisons of genogroups B and C indicated a higher nucleotide polymorphism (Pi50.069 versus Pi50.083) and a higher proportion of polymorphic sites (37.3 % versus 43.7 %) in genogroup C. When the codon positions were investigated separately, the measurements showed that much of the polymorphism occurred at the third codon position within gene 1D, indicating that the overwhelming genetic diversity in EV-71 arose through synonymous nucleotide substitutions.
With a proportion of polymorphic sites of 52 % and a nucleotide diversity of 0.16781, the 3CD sequences displayed higher polymorphism than the 1D sequences. Separate investigations of codon positions showed similar trends in the two genes, but polymorphism at the first and second codon positions was higher in the 3CD than in the 1D gene sequences. For instance, the mean number of nucleotide differences in pairwise comparisons was 2.7-and 7-fold higher (first and second positions, respectively).
Phylogenetic relationships inferred with the 1D gene sequences
The 1D gene sequences were analysed using a Bayesian method to estimate the phylogenetic tree topology that better characterized the EV-71 strains circulating in Europe and to determine the extent of genetic relationships among worldwide virus populations. All of the sequences sampled from 1965 to 2009 were distributed into three genogroups, A, B and C, and into 10 subgenogroups (B1-B5 and C1-C5), in agreement with clusters detected in molecular epidemiology studies.
The phylogenetic clustering within the partition corresponding to genogroup B revealed a 'ladder-like pattern' depicted by a prominent trunk (i.e. the path from the root to the base of the latest-included cluster of isolates) and side branches towards the different clades (a definition based on that reported by Wolf et al., 2006) . This indicated a progressive genetic drift related to the period of virus sampling ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary  Fig. S1 , available in JGV Online). Only three clades [sequence clusters with posterior probability (pp) values .0.90] were detected within this partition. The CHE516_ GER87 virus strain was assigned to genogroup B (Table  1) ; its sequence branched at the base of a clade including subgenogroups B32B5. A partial sequence reported earlier assigned this virus to subgenogroup B2 (Diedrich et al., 2009 ).
The phylogenetic tree topology estimated for genogroup C was different from that of genogroup B and depicted a pattern with three partitions originating from distinct nodes ( Fig. 1b; Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The earlier strains (lineage C1a) corresponded to taxa deriving from the root of clade C1. The other C1 taxa constituted a monophyletic cluster (lineage C1b) composed of strains collected in the Asia-Pacific region and in Europe from 2000 to 2008.
The other three clades corresponding to subgenogroups C2, C3 and C4 derived from distinct common ancestors characterized by pp values of 1.0, 0.93 and 1.0, respectively. The 66 taxa included within clade C2 represented viruses that circulated over 15 years (199522009) , in the USA (Brown et al., 1999) , Japan (Hosoya et al., 2006) , Taiwan (notably the 1998 epidemic strains; Ho et al., 1999) , Australia (McMinn et al., 2001) , Malaysia and in European countries (199922009) . The viruses in circulation within Europe were included in two lineages (C2a, C2b) related to the period of virus isolation. Viruses included within lineage C2b (pp51.0) further segregated into two consistent clades (C2b1, C2b2) unrelated to the period of virus isolation. Clade C3 corresponded to a few viruses isolated in China and Korea that possessed a common ancestor with lineage C2 (pp51.0). Phylogenetic tree topology showed three consistent clades within the partition corresponding to subgenogroup C4. A clade included epidemic viruses isolated in mainland China in 200722009. The other viruses were collected in Japan (200222007), Taiwan (199822005) and Thailand (2008) . The C4 viruses characterized in our study (2004) were closely related to one another and notably to strains isolated 1 or 2 years earlier in Japan and China. The exact branching origin of the C5 subgenogroup remained uncertain (pp,0.5).
Phylogenetic relationships inferred with the 3CD sequences
A 3CD sequence dataset was constructed to investigate genetic relationships between the 83 sequences determined (Table 1 ) and those of viruses included within the HEV-A species. A phylogenetic analysis was done to examine how genetic relationships inferred for a locus specifying nonstructural genes compared with those described for the 1D gene. Both genogroups B and C were represented in the analysis, but subgenogroups C1, C2 and C4 were represented by a higher number of sequences.
The phylogeny inferred with the 3CD sequences was wellresolved, with high pp values at most internal nodes ( Fig.  2a ; Supplementary Fig. S5 ). The estimated phylogenetic tree topology revealed a shape depicting three main partitions that were not related to the EV-71 subgenogroups, as partitions 1 and 3 included additional sequences of viruses assigned to different serotypes. This indicated mixed genetic relationships among HEV-A viruses circulating over a broad time period. The EV-71 taxa clustered within 10 different clades that corresponded to the known subgenogroups and they were distributed among the three partitions.
The first partition consisted of distinct clades representing the EV-71 B1/B2 and B4/B5 subgenogroups (Fig. 2b) . Another clade including sequences of CV-A16 strains (China, 199822008) and sequences of earlier prototype viruses assigned to six distinct CV-A serotypes, displayed only distant genetic relationships with the EV-71 taxa. All clades within partition 1 shared a common ancestry (pp50.99) with the CV-A5 prototype strain.
Three clades within partition 2 displayed close genetic relationships and shared a common ancestry (pp51.0). Taxa included in the first clade represented virus strains assigned to subgenogroup C1 (Fig. 2c ), which were isolated mainly in Europe (lineage C1b, 199922008) . Four taxa of two different geographical origins, Malaysia (199822001) and Australia (2000) , were detected in this clade. A second clade grouped two taxa assigned to the EV-71 subgenogroup C3 (Korea, 2000) , and a third clade consisted of subgenogroup C2 strains (Fig. 2d) . The C2 viruses recovered in Europe (200622009) clustered in lineage C2b. The CV-A8 prototype strain and an EV-71 strain isolated in Taiwan (2007) that has been assigned to subgenogroup C5 were distantly related to the three clades ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ).
In the third partition ( Fig. 2e) , all of the clades displayed a common ancestry (pp51) but were distantly related to one another. One clade consisted of EV-71 viruses isolated in Sarawak, Singapore and Australia assigned to subgenogroup B3. A second clade included sequences of two EV-71 subgenogroup C4 strains isolated in China (2008) . The other C4 sequences clustered in a distinct clade, within 
Strain no.
Strain designation* GenotypeD GenBank accession no.
1D locus 3CD locus FN598730  FN665300  13  POI515_FRA00  C2  FN598731  FN665301  14  ANG737_FRA03  C1  FN598732  FN665302  15  CAE571_FRA03  C1  FN598733  FN665303  16  CF097017_FRA03  C1  FN598734  FN665304  17  GRE454_FRA03  C1  FN598735  FN665305  18  LYO11868_FRA03  C1  FN598736  FN665306  19  LYO16282_FRA03  C1  FN598737  FN665307  20  LYO23597_FRA03  C1  FN598738  FN665308  21  CAE201_FRA04  C1  FN598739  FN665309  22  CAE869_FRA04  C1  FN598740  FN665310  23  CF192013_FRA04  C4  FN598741  FN665311  24  LYO06972_FRA04  C1  FN598742  FN665312  25  NAN696_FRA04  C1  FN598743  FN665313  26  LYO05158_FRA05  C1  FN598744  FN665314  27  POI777_FRA05  C1  FN598745  FN665315  28  ANG100_FRA06  C1  FN598746  FN665316  29  ANG544_FRA06  C2  FN598747  FN665317  30  CAE739_FRA06  C2  FN598748  FN665318  31  CF210042_FRA06  C1  FN598749  FN665319  32  CF341034_FRA06  C2  FN598750  FN665320  33  GRE580_FRA06  C1  FN598751  FN665321  34  GRE594_FRA06  C1  FN598752  FN665322  35  LYO02346_FRA06  C1  FN598753  FN665323  36  LYO03126_FRA06  C2  FN598754   NA   37  LYO10531_FRA06  C1  FN598755  FN665324  38  LYO24365_FRA06  C2  FN598756  FN665325  39  LYO25400_FRA06  C1  FN598757  FN665326  40  LYO26277_FRA06  C1  FN598758  FN665327  41  NAN387_FRA06  C1  FN598759  FN665328  42  NAN405_FRA06  C2  FN598760  FN665329  43  NAN488_FRA06  C2  FN598761  FN665330  44d  BRE324_FRA07  C2  FN598762  FN665331  45  CF078034_FRA07  C2  FN598763  FN665332  46  CF139030_FRA07  C2  FN598764  FN665333  47  DIJ494_FRA07  C2  FN598765  FN665334  48  GRE29_FRA07  C1  FN598766  FN665335  49  LMA55_FRA07  C2  FN598767  FN665336  50  LYO23284_FRA07  C2  FN598768  FN665337  51  NAN74_FRA07  C2  FN598769  FN665338 which sequences of viruses collected in Europe constituted a separate but closely related group.
Dating the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of EV-71 clades
The 1D and 3CD sequence datasets were analysed with a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Supplementary Figs S2, S4 and S6) and the results relevant to the EV-71 genogroup C are given in ) when it was estimated separately with a dataset including only the EV-71 sequences (see Fig. 2a ). The pp density plots for the relative substitution rate parameter were also estimated independently for the three codon positions. The parameter estimates clearly indicated that the evolution of 1D and 3CD C2  FN598770  FN665339  53  NAN198_FRA07  C2  FN598771  FN665340  54  NAN215_FRA07  C2  FN598772  FN665341  55  NAN293_FRA07  C2  FN598773  FN665342  56  BRE537_FRA08  C2  FN598774  FN665343  57  NAN256_FRA08  C2  FN598775  FN665344  58  NAN257_FRA08  C2  FN598776  FN665345  59  ANG261_FRA09  C2  FN598777  FN665346  60  CHE516_GER87  B2  FN649243  FN665347  61  BER409_GER00  C1  FN649244  FN665348  62  HAN540_GER00  C1  FN649245  FN665349  63  ULM705_GER00  C1  FN649246  FN665350  64  STU554409_GER03  C1  FN649247  FN665351  65  STU562356_GER03  C1  FN649248  FN665352  66  STU563449_GER03  C1  FN649249  FN665353  67  STU565802_GER03  C1  FN649250  FN665354  68  STU565890_GER03  C1  FN649251  FN665355  69  ULM275_GER04  C4  FN649252  FN665356  70  STU408070_GER04  C4  FN649253  FN665357  71  STU499202_GER04  C4  FN649254  FN665358  72  STU535542_GER04  C4  FN649255  FN665359  73  BER180_GER06  C2  FN649256  FN665360  74  ULM63_GER07  C2  FN649257  FN665361  75  MUE66_GER07  C2  FN649258  FN665362  76  STU537622_GER07  C2  FN649259  FN665363  77  STU545774_GER07  C2  FN649260  FN665364  78  STU553555_GER07  C2  FN649261  FN665365  79  STU563062_GER07  C2  FN649262  FN665366  80  STU543078_GER08  C2  FN649263  FN665367  81  STU546711_GER08  C1  FN649264  FN665368  82  STU572078_GER08  C2  FN649265  FN665369  83  STU583939_GER08  C2  FN649266  FN665370  84  VIE94_AUT01  C1  FN649267  FN665371  85  STY21_AUT03  C1  FN649268  FN665372  86  LAUS148_AUT04  C4  FN649269  FN665373 *Designation of virus strains is given in the following format: an abbreviation of two to four letters for the city where the virus was isolated_number of virus isolate_three-letter country ISO code (ISO 3166) followed by the last two digits for the year of virus isolation. DEV-71 genotype was assigned according to the genetic relationships based on the 1D gene phylogenetic analysis. dA sequence for strain BRE324_FRA07 has been published with the GenBank accession no. FJ824734 while this manuscript was in progress (Vallet et al., 2009) .
Enterovirus 71 evolutionary history sequences was dominated by purifying selection. For instance, in the 1D gene, mean nucleotide substitution rate at the third codon position was 2.7 and 42.9 times higher than the rate estimated at the first and second positions, respectively.
Bayesian analyses allowed the joint inference of divergence times of the different clades identified within the 1D gene phylogeny of genogroup C. The date estimated for the MRCA of genogroup C was 1970 [95 % confidence interval (CI), [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] , and the date estimated for the taxa assigned to subgenogroup C1 was 1983 C1 was .7 (95 % CI, 1982 C1 was .6-1984 . The diversification of viruses C1 detected in Europe (lineage C1b) began 10 years later, as the date estimated for the MRCA was 1994 .3 (95 % CI, 1992 .7-1995 ). The clades in genogroup C2 were characterized by a genetic diversification in two waves. The time to the MRCA (T MRCA ) for clade C2a was 1992 C2a was .9 (95 % CI, 1991 C2a was .6-1993 ) and the divergence of clade C2b began about 10 years later in 2003. The divergence date estimated for clade C4 was 1993 C4 was (95 % CI, 1991 C4 was -1995 .
The period when each lineage branched off from a common ancestor was also investigated with the 3CD sequences using relaxed molecular-clock analyses, to examine the confidence of the estimates calculated with the 1D gene sequences. The divergence time calculated for the clade including subgenogroup C1 did not match that estimated with the 1D phylogeny because the sampled sequences had different time spans. In contrast, the divergence times obtained for lineages C1b, C2a and C2b and for subgenogroups C2 and C4 were consistent for the two loci. In particular, the T MRCA estimates for the C2b lineage, which included most virus strains recovered in Austria, France and Germany after 2006, were remarkably similar.
The possible effects of intragenogroup recombination on the T MRCA estimates were investigated further with an unlinked multilocus model (Lemey et al., 2004) in which the 1D and 3CD loci had a different genealogy but shared the same demographic history (Supplementary Fig. S7 ).
The unlinked loci analyses resulted in mean estimates for the T MRCA values of representative EV-71 clades that were very similar to those assuming a common genealogical history (i.e. with a concatenated sequence dataset). The T MRCA estimates were also consistent with those calculated with the separate loci analyses (see Table 3 ).
DISCUSSION
We found consistent phylogenetic evidence for the spread of two subgenogroup-specific EV-71 clades in a recent past in Europe. The phylogeographical patterns determined at two loci provided insights into the evolutionary processes that shape the genetic diversity and the epidemic history of EV-71 circulating populations.
Consistent phylogenies of circulating EV-71 strains obtained for two loci
We obtained estimates of evolutionary rates with amended sequence datasets for both 1D and 3CD loci and with recognized analytical methods allowing the investigation of the epidemic history of virus populations (Beaumont & Rannala, 2004) . The evolutionary history of EV-71 is characterized by two dissemination waves of genetically distinct populations: the first occurred with the spread of genogroup B viruses, while the second happened only 40 years ago and resulted from the dissemination of (Tee et al., 2010) . Despite a different number of sequences compiled for each genogroup and the low nucleotide polymorphism for the 1D and 3CD loci, Bayesian analyses gave confident phylogenies. Distinct phylogenetic patterns were observed in genogroups B and C, indicating that the differences of nucleotide polymorphism between the gene sequences did not result from a sampling bias but, in contrast, from different evolutionary paths. In addition, the low pp values recorded for a number of external phylogenetic clusters were presumably a result of the low proportion of polymorphic sites in the 1D gene sequences. Consistent values were obtained for the evolutionary rate of both genes in our study, although the 95 % CI were larger for the 3CD locus. Hence, the divergence time of viral subgenogroups were estimated with confidence, which indicates that investigation of multiple loci is a reasonable approach for studying the evolutionary history of enterovirus populations (Heled & Drummond, 2008 et al., 2007) . In contrast to the epidemiological features observed for genogroup C viruses in the West Pacific region, the circulation of these viruses in Europe was not associated with epidemics over the last 30 years. The EV-71 infections in the patients from Austria, France and Germany were sporadic, mainly associated with mild illnesses including HFMD, and were similar to those described earlier in the UK, the Netherlands and Hungary (Bible et al., 2008; van der Sanden et al., 2009; Kapusinszky et al., 2010) . However, among the patients included in our study, a syndrome of fatal acute respiratory distress was reported in an infant with an EV-71 C1 infection and in a young child with a C2 virus infection (Vallet et al., 2009 This observation explains the differences between the proportions of the C1 and C2 strains in our study (49.4 % and 42.4 %, respectively) and those (78 % and 12 %) reported in an earlier study (Bible et al., 2008) , which included viruses collected during the period 1998-2006. Hence, the apparent delay in the dissemination of the C2 viruses in Europe may be due to the immunity conferred by the earlier circulation of C1 viruses. This hypothesis is in accordance with the observation that different subgenogroups within a given genogroup display almost identical antigenic properties (Mizuta et al., 2009) . Crossprotective immune responses may also explain the infrequent isolation of C4 strains in Europe (Roth et al., 2007; Ortner et al., 2009 ). An antigenic cartography of EV-71 revealed that subgenogroup C4 was closely related to subgenogroup C2 (Huang et al., 2009) . A plausible origin for the C1b virus in Europe is Malaysia, since the 1D and 3CD sequences of earlier viruses circulating in this country (Herrero et al., 2003) were located near the node of the C1b lineage. The precise origin of the C2b variant was not determined, but the C2b strains were detected recently in Thailand and Malaysia, which indicates a rapid dissemination over long distances and possible gene flow between distant local virus populations.
Distinct evolutionary origins of circulating EV-71 populations
A main observation in the study is related to the incongruent tree topologies of the 1D and 3CD loci: this is the most convincing evolutionary evidence for ancestral recombination, as the discrepancy cannot result from differences in substitution rates. The phylogeny presented for locus 1D is characterized by two genogroup-specific partitions, while that reported for locus 3CD displays an additional partition. The third 3CD partition interestingly includes the EV-71 B3 and C4 clades, as well as another (Chan & AbuBaker, 2004) . However, no recombination event was detected among the strains circulating in Austria, France and Germany from 1994 to 2009. This observation contrasts with the frequency of recombination in circulating strains within the serotypes belonging to HEV species B (Mirand et al., 2007; Simmonds, 2006) .
To conclude from the findings described in this study, a contrasted picture emerges for the epidemiology of circulating EV-71 populations. EV-71 genotype C viruses (including a distinct population within subgenogroup C2) are largely circulating in Europe: this is an important observation regarding the genetic diversity of the virus, but these viruses seem not to be associated with epidemics. By establishing a timescale of recent divergence for two circulating populations, we provide a comprehensive basis for considering these variants as emerging viruses, a finding that argues in favour of a much deeper appreciation of the global nature of EV-71 infections in European countries. Larger surveys (including analyses of entire viral genomes) are needed to examine the demographic patterns of virus populations and the role played by genetic recombination.
METHODS
Virus samples. The enterovirus samples studied consisted of EV-71 strains isolated in 59 outpatients or inpatients admitted to 12 different hospitals in France from 1994 to 2009 and EV-71 isolates recovered in patients admitted to hospitals in Germany (n524) and in Austria (n53) from 1987 to 2008. Most virus isolates were obtained through the enterovirus surveillance systems implemented to monitor poliomyelitis during the eradication process in the three countries; the 86 virus strains analysed are listed in Table 1 . Viruses were isolated from original clinical specimens by using two cell lines, either MRC5 (human lung embryonic fibroblasts; bioMérieux) or RD (rhabdomyosarcoma; European Collection of Cell Cultures) cell lines. The virus isolates were either typed by seroneutralization test or identified with a genotyping method (Mirand et al., 2008; Nix et al., 2006) . A number of virus strains included in the study were subjected to partial sequencing earlier (Diedrich et al., 2009; Huemer et al., 2008) .
Amplification of gene sequences and nucleotide sequencing of PCR products. Viral RNA was extracted from infected cell supernatants using a QIAamp Viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen) or by automated extraction on the NucliSENS easyMAG automated system (bioMérieux). A specific protocol was used in one laboratory (Lyon, France) and RNA was purified from 200 ml and eluted in 70 ml. Synthesis of the cDNA was performed using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to a previously described method (Mirand et al., 2008) . 
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All the amplification mixtures had a final volume of 50 ml and contained 320 mM each of the deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 5 ml of the 106 reaction buffer, 400 nM each of the two oligonucleotide primers and 1.25 U Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen). All primers used in the amplification reactions are listed in Supplementary Table S1 .
The complete 1D gene sequence was amplified with a simple or a semi-nested PCR assay. The simple 1D gene assay was performed in a reaction mixture including the HEVAS1495 and HEVAR2807 primers (amplicon of about 1300 bp) and was run under the following conditions: initial denaturation for 2 min at 94 uC, 39 cycles of 15 s at 94 uC, 50 s at 50 uC, 50 s at 72 uC, and 5 min at 72 uC. For the seminested 1D gene assay, the first round of gene amplification was done with the HEVAS1495 and HEVAR2C primers (amplicon of 2241 bp) under the following conditions: denaturation for 2 min at 94 uC, 41 cycles of 15 s at 94 uC, 50 s at 53 uC, 1.5 min at 68.5 uC, and 5 min at 68.5 uC. The second-round PCR assay contained 5 ml of the firstround PCR amplicons, and gene amplification was performed under the conditions described above for the simple 1D gene assay.
An RT-PCR assay was also used to investigate a second locus designated 3CD, located 2220 nt apart from the 1D locus in the EV-71 genome. This assay was developed to identify the virus strains belonging to the HEV-A species and consisted of semi-nested gene amplification. The first-round PCR assay was performed with a reaction mixture including the HEVAS2C and HEVAR3CD primers Fig. 2 . Phylogeny of EV-71 and genetically related serotypes (HEV-A species) inferred with 3CD sequences. The phylogenetic relationships shown in (a) were inferred with 180 nt sequences as described in the legend to Fig. 1 . The trees (a-e) show genetic distances; bars, 0.08 nucleotide substitutions per site. The tree in (a) was midpoint-rooted and tip labels were omitted for more clarity (see also Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Shaded areas show the EV-71 genogroups (the designations are indicated on the left of each area) and are represented with tip labels in (b)-(e). The trees shown in (b)-(e) were drawn to the same scale. Symbols depicting confidence of nodes are as described in Fig. 1 ; pp values are indicated at key nodes.
and in the same conditions as the first-round 1D gene assay. The second-round PCR assay contained 5 ml of the first-round PCR amplicons, and the HEVAS3CD and HEVAR3CD oligonucleotide primers. The reaction conditions were those described for the simple 1D gene assay with the exception that annealing temperature was set at 59 uC. First and second round amplification reactions resulted in a 2215 bp and a 1176 bp amplicon, respectively.
The nucleotide sequence was determined for both strands of the purified PCR products. Sequencing reactions were performed with ABI Prism BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing kits (versions 1.1 or 3.1; Applied Biosystems). After a purification step with the NucleoSEQ kit (Macherey-Nagel), the sequencing products were analysed with an ABI 310 or 9700 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) and a contig was assembled with forward and reverse nucleotide sequences.
Data collection and compilation of nucleotide sequence datasets. For constructing the sequence datasets corresponding to locus 1D, all GenBank entries including a VP1 capsid protein sequence for a human EV-71 strain were retrieved from the National Centre for Biotechnology Information database (n5762, as of 15 November 2009). Entries reporting nucleotide sequences of ,891 nt (the length of the complete 1D gene) were discarded. The sequence datasets were constructed with the BioEdit v.7.0.5 program (Hall, 1999) and aligned using the CLUSTAL W v.2.0 program (Larkin et al., 2007) .
A primary dataset (n5848) was formed by including the 1D sequences selected among the GenBank entries and the sequences determined in the EV-71 isolates studied (n585); the homologous sequence of the CV-A16 G10 prototype strain was included as an outgroup. This dataset was used to assign a subgenogroup to the EV-71 strains studied (see below). A dataset of 444 sequences was constructed to perform the Bayesian phylogenetic investigations by discarding the redundant and recombinant sequences (see below). The clusters comprising sequences displaying ¢99.5 % nucleotide identity with one another were identified, and one sequence was selected to be included in the final dataset.
For constructing the sequence datasets corresponding to the 3CD locus, entries including complete genomes reported for an enterovirus strain classified in the HEV-A species were retrieved from GenBank (n5104, as of 7 December 2009). An alignment including 187 sequences corresponding to the 3CD portion of the genome was constructed with the sequences determined in the study (n583; length5891 nt).
Genogroup and subgenogroup determination. The genogroup/ subgenogroup assignment of virus strains analysed in our study and their general phylogenetic patterns were inferred with a maximumlikelihood (ML) method (Schmidt & von Haeseler, 2009 ) using the PhyML program (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003) . Substitution model settings associated with the 1D and 3CD datasets were determined by the Akaike information criterion implemented in ModelTest v.0.1.1 (Posada, 2009) . The tree topologies obtained were evaluated with a non-parametric analysis bootstrap (1000 replicates) allowing the construction of a 50 % consensus tree.
Nucleotide polymorphism and recombination investigations.
DNA polymorphism was estimated with the DnaSP v.4.0 program (Librado & Rozas, 2009 ) for different sequence datasets to explore genetic diversity among the EV-71 subgenogroups and monitor the construction of the 1D gene dataset of 444 sequences. The following measures of genetic variability were obtained: number of segregating sites, total number of mutations, nucleotide diversity and number of nucleotide differences in pairwise comparisons of sequences.
Different investigations were carried out to identify molecular and phylogenetic signals indicative of possible recombination events within the 1D and 3CD sequence datasets, which may introduce a substantial bias in the subsequent estimation of phylogenetic patterns and of evolutionary rates. The sequence datasets were analysed with statistical and phylogenetic methods implemented in the RDP v.3.beta41 program (Heath et al., 2006) . To exclude the possibility of false-positive detection, only putative recombinant signals detected with three methods were considered. The methods were used with modified parameter settings determined by following guidelines reported elsewhere (Lemey & Posada, 2009) . A sequence reported earlier (GenBank accession no. AF119795) comprising a known recombination event (Bible et al., 2008) was used as a positive control. The RDP analysis indicated statistical evidence for the presence of recombination breakpoints in only one 1D sequence which was subsequently excluded. A control investigation was performed to assess that no sequence within the analysed datasets contained recombination breakpoints. The 1D and 3CD sequences available for a same virus strain were concatenated, and the alignment constructed with 134 concatenated sequences was analysed with the RDP program. We found no significant support for the presence of recombination breakpoints within the sequence dataset.
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic tree topologies, evolutionary rates and dating the age of EV-71 lineages were investigated with the BEAST v.1.4.8 program (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007) . Analyses were carried out with a Bayesian approach that does not assume a pre-specified model of demographic history, the Bayesian skyline plot (piecewise skyline model), and with methods that relax the assumption of a strict molecular clock (Drummond et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 1998) . The uncorrelated lognormal model of substitution rates across the phylogeny implementing the relaxed molecular-clock hypothesis was used in the analysis (Drummond et al., 2006) . This model allows for variation in substitution rates among branches and the rate on each branch is drawn from a lognormal distribution. All analyses were carried out assuming a DThe period of virus sampling only applies to the EV-71 strains (including the prototype BrCr strain) in the 3CD phylogeny. The collection date of CV-A strains is indicated within the strain designation (see Supplementary Figs S5 and S6) . dpp of the corresponding node. §Rate of molecular evolution, given as the number of substitutions per site year 21 .
general time-reversible model of sequence evolution with base frequencies estimated from the data, rate heterogeneity among sites (gamma distribution with four rate categories and a proportion of invariant sites) and a partition into three codon positions. In this parametric approach, operators (i.e. the parameters that are coestimated during the analysis) were auto-optimized through an MCMC process involving 60610 6 and 40610 6 generations (1D and 3CD sequence datasets, respectively) to ensure convergence of parameter estimates. The Tracer v.1.4 program (http://evolve.zoo. ox.ac.uk/software) was used to check for convergence and mixing (operator effective sample size .200). The MCMC procedure was sampled to obtain 10 000 final trees. Mean estimates and 95 % highest posterior density interval evaluated for each operator were compiled by analysing the output files obtained from the BEAST program with the Tracer v.1.4 program. Maximum clade credibility trees were estimated with TreeAnnotator v.1.4.8 (http://evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk/ software) and topological support was assessed by pp values.
